### Comprehension
- ☐ Read *From Egg to Egg*. Compare and contrast that story with the story *Frogs*. Write at least 6 sentences. Illustrate your work.

### Respond/Retell
- ☐ Look at the diagram of a frog on pages 80-81. Copy the diagram and label all the parts of the frog. Work neatly.

### Phonics
- ☐ Write *plow*. Change the pl to h. Write your new word. Now change the h to b. Write your new word. Change the w to und. Write your new word. Change the b to s. Write your new word. Change the nd to th. Write your new word. Change the s to m. Write your new word. Change the th to se. Write your new word. Illustrate your new word.

### Word Work
- ☐ Look on page 76 in your story. Find two adjectives that compare. Copy the sentences from the story. Illustrate your sentences.